
CLEANTECH  ALLIANCE

NEW  EVENTS  FOR  2021

Due to our new partnership with the Roofing Contractors Association of
Washington (RCAW), we have heard the need for roofing contractors and
solar installers to partner more closely together. This Summit will allow the
two groups to explore new technologies, share best practices, and find
connections.

As part of our ongoing mission to facilitate the generation and
growth of cleantech companies and jobs, we are planning on

adding several new events to our 2021 Calendar.

Solar Tech Summit - January 

AgTech Futures and the Circular Economy  - March
AgTech is one of the unsung heroes of the cleantech ecosystem, especially
as it relates to the circular economy. This event will touch on the important
innovations and needs in the sectors. 

Fusion technologies will be critical to achieving a sustainable future and
there is a need to educate stakeholders on the technologies applications and
benefits. This event will focus on policy and community engagement. 

Alumni Pitch Prize with Foresight - February 

Water & the Built Environment - May

Corporate Sustainability Solutions Summit - September 

Transportation and Alternative Fuels - September 

Focus on Fusion - April

Industry Speed Dating for Labs & Universities - May

Carbon Sequestration - July 

A joint program between the Cleantech Alliance and Foresight that will
provide an additional opportunity for alumni of both programs to share
updates and successes.

Researchers will be paired with industry to hear current challenges.
Entrepreneurs and industry will learn how to partner and take advantage of
lab and university resources.

One of our most requested Breakfast topics returns as its own event!

This event will explore all of the connections and challenges that intersect
between water management and the built environment. 

This summit will showcase corporate sustainability solutions and allow
corporations to talk best practices and swap success stories.

Aviation Sustainability - October

Zappy Hour - Monthly, beginning in January

Electricity, hydrogen, and ethanol are just a few of the cutting edge fuels and
transportation options we will discuss at this event.

Sustainability will be critical to the future of aviation, and we are
excited to explore the 'green skies' of the not too distant future.

This will be a monthly mid-morning clean energy-focused coffee hour

Sponsorship questions? Email Rachelle@CleanTechAlliance.org
Speaker suggestions? Email Jon@CleanTechAlliance.org

Our Members make this all possible!


